George Müller
Timeline
1805
Born
George Müller was born on 27th
September 1805 Kroppenstaedt,
Prussia - now Germany

Imprisoned

1821

At the age of 16 George spent 5
weeks in prison

1829

Arrives in London
Came to England as a
Missionary

Mary

1830

Marries Mary
Living in Teignmouth, George
married Mary Groves and
became the Pastor of Ebenezer
Chapel.

1832

For eight years he led two churches,
Gideon Chapel and Bethesda Chapel
with his friend Henry Craik. He then
focused on Bethesda and continued
to preach there until his death.
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Birth of his Children
George Müller and Mary had two
children together, Lydia was born in
1832 and Elijah was born in
1834. Unfortunately Elijah died of
pneumonia in 1835.

Establishes SKI
George Müller set up the
Scriptural Knowledge Institute
for Home and Abroad. The
institution ran day schools and
Sunday schools in Bristol but
also supported missionaries
overseas. SKI continues to
work today.

1834

Deciding to move...

1st Children's Home

1839

By 1845 there were 4 houses on
Wilson Street accommodating up to
130 orphans. When a polite letter was
received from neighbours, outlining
problems that the orphan houses
were causing, such as noise levels
and drains getting blocked, George
decided to look at other options.

Müller felt called to reach out to
orphans during the cholera
epidemic. He opened his first home
on Wilson Street, Bristol in 1839.

1845
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Moves to Bristol

George Müller Timeline

1849

Move to Ashley Down

2nd Ashley Down
House Completed

George decided to buy land to
build dedicated houses for the
orphans at Ashley Down on the
outskirts of the city. The first home
was completed in 1849 and
housed 300 children.

1857

Due to a long waiting list of
orphans needing care, he decided
to expand. The second home was
completed in 1857 and housed
400 children, taking the total to
700 children so far.

1862
4th & 5th House
George decided he wanted to
expand to house another 900
children. The fourth and fifth
homes were completed
between 1867 and 1870. In total
the Ashley Down Orphanages
housed 2050 orphans at one
time.

3rd Ashley Down
House Completed

The third home was completed in
1862 and housed 450 orphans
taking the total to 1150 children in
George Müller's care.

1867-1870
Mary's Death
Mary Müller died in February
1870. James Wright was
appointed as assistant and
successor to George Müller.
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1871

Travelled 200,000
Miles
George and Susannah
travelled the world as
missionaries. They shared
their faith and told stories
across 42 countries.

Müller Remarries
In 1871 George Müller
married Susannah Sangar and
George's daughter Lydia
married James Wright.

Lydia

James

1875- 1892
Müller's Death

George
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1898

George Müller died on the
10th March at the age of 92.
On the day of his funeral so
many people came out to
pay their respects that
Bristol came to a standstill.

